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Preface

This working paper was prepared by the Transportation Systems Center, Operator

performance and Safety Analysis Division (DTS-45) for the Federal Aviation Ad

ministration. The paper provides initial thinking on groups of human resource issues

related to the effects of the new maintenance concept of AF specialists working in the

field.

In addition to identifying issues, this working paper proposes tentative approaches to
solving problemsassociated withthese issues. Clearly the focus of these issues is on AF
specialists themselves, and henceonlyindirectly on the AF organization. Aswell, these
issues are not concerned with the systems,facilities, or equipment of NAS involvedin

the new maintenance concept. Issues are identified which have the potential to affect
the performance and productivityof AF specialists workingin the field and hence the

overall efficiency of the new maintenance concept.

Additional work is planned to turn this working paper into a formal proposal for

comprehensive study of the human resource issues identified which affect AF

specialists working in the field.
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1.0 Introduction

This working paper represents initial thinking on groups of issues related to effects of

the new maintenance concept on AF specialists working in the field.

Upcoming changes in the systems, facilities, and equipment of the National Airspace

System (NAS) require a new maintenance concept to achieve the full potential of the

advanced technology. The three-phased implementation of the new maintenance

concept in the form of centralized Maintenance Control Centers (MCC) will result in

improved user services at less cost and greater productivity. The implementation will
begin in 1990 and continue through the year 2000.

In the end-state, an information flow process will be established to provide a clear

monitoring of the status of NAS systems, facilities, and equipment. In one such flow,

information will be relayed digitally from the Remote Maintenance MonitoringSystem

(RMMS) over the Telecommunications Network (TCN) to the Maintenance Processor

Subsystems (MPS) at a particular sector's MCC. Monitor and Control Software (MCS)

resident in the MPS will alert Air Facilities (AF) specialists at the MCC to conditions

that have gone out of tolerance. Cy]^.i

Such information flows, which monitor and control an underlying continuous flow of

technologically generated user services, will present a number of challenges to the AF

organization. Key among these challenges will be the changes in the way AF specialists

work. As the end-state, new maintenance concept is achieved, AF specialists will

experience substantial changes in the technical, operational, and cultural components

of their working environment. In essence, many will be transformed from remote

work-center based, hardware-oriented technicians to MCC centrally located systems

specialists whose work flow is determined by the quality, reliability and performance

of technology. This transformation will enhance the role of AF specialists because new

skills and challenges will be required as emphasis is directed toward overall system

integrity.

It is of the utmost importance that these adjustments occur with minimum disruption

to all AF specialists whether working in a MCC or in the field so that the full potential
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of the end-state, new maintenance concept can be quickly realized. The culture of
'pride-of-ownership' inherent in the old concept of maintenance must be preserved in
the newway. Aswell, AFspecialists mustbe appropriately selected or fitted to specific
differences that exist among working environments. Situations which may cause stress
among AF specialists mustbe addressed by the AF organization. Aswell, a newskill
mix among AF specialists must be established and retained.

The transition to the end-state, new maintenance concept will alsobringaboutchanges
in the AF organization that supplies support to the AF specialists, particularly in the
areas of training, recruitment, and worker retention.Training will be undertaken to
develop and preserve the new skill mix. This training will combine the traditional
classroom setting as well as with computer based training (CBT). Both types of
instructionwill requirenew allocations ofresources onthepartoftheAForganization.
Training is recognized asbeingimportant to give AFspecialists the understanding and
confidence necessary to deal with complex situations which may occasionally occur
under stressful conditions.
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1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this working paper is to suggest specific clusters or groups of issues
involved in helping AFspecialists working inthe field make a successful adjustment to
the end-state, newmaintenance concept with a minimum of disruption and stress. As
importantly asidentifying issues, this working paperproposes tentative approaches to
solving problemsassociated withthese issues. Clearly the focus of these issues is on AF
specialists themselves, andhenceonly indirectly on theAF organization. Aswell, these
issues are not concerned with the systems, facilities, or equipmentof NAS involved in
the new maintenance concept. Issues are identified which have the potential to affect
the performance and productivity ofAF specialists working in the field and hence the
overall efficiency of the new maintenance concept. Some of the clusters of issues
addressed are:

• maintaining a stable work force

• new job descriptions

• selection of AF specialists

• recruitment of AF specialists

• training program development

• career development

• minimizing transitional stress

• use of contract maintenance workers

• performance evaluation

Methods for determining the extent ofconcern, aswell as methodologies for alleviating

potential problems, are also discussed. However, no specific solutions are suggested

for these human resource and organization issues.
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At least two benefits to be realized from the new maintenance concept make it
imperative to consider such human resource and organization issues: (1) overall AF

specialists workforcelevelsrequired to maintainNASwill be reduced in the year 2000
to two-thirds of the 1980 level [1]; and (2) the total cost of field operations will be
maintained at an inflation-adjusted 1980 level net of capital investment for modern
ization [1]. The potential rapid attrition of AF specialists that mightoccur because of
the age and length of service of the AF workforce alsomakes it important to consider
theseissues. Bytheyear2000, halfoftheworkforcewill havemet currentrequirements
for retirement eligibility. Many new workers will have to be trained in the use of the

newmaintenance technology. Hence, it is important to minimize the technical, opera
tional, and cultural impacts of the end-state, new maintenance concept.

Running through the nine groups of issues are a number of common themes which

appear to be critical factors to the human resource side of the new maintenance

concept:

• the importance of the pride-of-ownership concept in determining the

motivation and skill attainment of AF specialists;

• the importance of forming a conception of the desirable characteristics

that an AF specialist should possess at various stages in the career path;

and

• the importance of training.

1.2 Approach

The following sections present issues which may be important in the redefined job
procedures of AF specialists working in the field. After a discussion of a particular
group of issues, approachesfor further study are mentioned.
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2.0 Maintaining a Stable Work Force

In many ways this issue is central to the success of the newmaintenance concept. For
the past thirty years AF specialists have experienced a great deal of stability in their
work situation. If the AF organization cancontinue to maintaina stable,satisfiedwork

force then the likelihood of providing continued superior AF facility performance is
practically assured. At least the personnel aspects of theAF system would be operating
smoothly. Clearly, this is not a simple task. All the problemsdiscussed in the sections
below apply to the solution.

There are several standard components of maintaining a stable work force, regardless
of the specific natureof the job. They include the following:

• Assuring a clear and complete understanding of job requirements and
responsibilities;

• Providingamanagement systemthat both recognizes andrewards outstand
ing performance in an equitable manner;

Providingappropriatelychallengingwork andjob responsibilitywith just the

right amount of work flow so that high levels of boredom or stress do not

develop;

Paying employees an adequate and competitive salary;

• Assuring employees of support (in all aspectsof employment); and

• Providing for job enhancement and advancement.
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2.1 Method

The AF organizationmustgive emphasis to providing humanresourcemanagementto
AF specialists. Consideration should be given to the degree to which employee par
ticipation groupswill allow AF specialists to determinehowthe work tasks produced
by the new technology will be accomplished. Also it willbe important to examine the
role ofunionsrepresentingAF specialists in developing recommendations forchanges
in workingprocedures. Clearlyfor major issues affecting AF specialists, the participa
tion of unions is a necessity.

3.0 New Job Descriptions

It is recognized that under the new maintenance concept, AF specialists whether
workingin the field or the MCCwill continueto be the most important asset. In order
to keep the required skill balance and provide motivation to AF specialists, it is
necessary to establish an orderly career path based on accomplishments of work and

training. There willbe four principaljob levelsin the career path of the AF specialists:
(1) pre-development; (2) development; (3) system-level; and (4) advanced. It will be

necessary to carefully determine the content of each of the job levels. The functional

responsibilities of these job levels must be balanced in such a manner as to allow for

the efficient assignment of AF specialists to new maintenance demand conditions.

Some of the functional content of job levels must overlap to allow one level to be

substituted for another under certain prescribed conditions. At other times, it will be

necessary for the functional capabilities of the job levels be complementary. What a

higher level can do, the lower level cannot. As such, a maintenance problem is solved

with a minimum of redundancy of skills and cost efficiencies. The constraint of cost

efficiency under the new maintenance concept is strong.The work force levelsof AF
specialists required to maintain NAS will be reduced in the year 2000to two-thirds of
the 1980level.The total cost of field operationswill be maintained at an inflation-ad
justed 1980 levelnet of capital investment for modernization. Hence, the distribution
of functional skillsamongjob levelsmust be efficient.
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3.1 Method

In order to establish the functional content of these job levels, there are three basic
steps that should be undertaken. First, a functional description of the current jobs
performed by AF specialists must be developed for each of the facility types. This
description must then be evaluated against the new systems in order to establish (1)
which tasks will still be required; (2) which will berequired, butina modified way; and
(3)which new tasks will be required under the new system. Thefunctional analyses
may have to incorporate regional/environmental differences.

Second, depending on the job requirements, a grade structure must be established
within thefour general categories ofAFspecialists.Third, thetask requirements, which
will include training —discussed below —mustbe matched to the grade structure to
establish job descriptions for each level.

Thecertificationprocesswill determine eligibility for thevarious joblevels andpossibly
grades within levels. Certification will also continue toprovide themethod ofinstilling
the prideofownership in AFspecialists. Pride ofownership is recognized asbeing so
extremely important in achieving productivity.

4.0 Selection of AF Specialists

In order to assure that the most suitableAF specialist traineesare selected for the new
functional tasks associated with AF maintenance, a new requirements/test selection

system will have tobedeveloped. Theskills associated with aremotely monitored solid
statesystem ofAFwill bedifferent thanthose currently required byAFspecialists. The
new maintenance concept will require that individuals have the abilities to become
experts inparticular facility maintenance and trouble shooting. These individuals will
generally be of two types suitable for different career tracts: (1) those who will be
satisfied remaining asspecialists (probablywith a lower grade ceiling than now exists);
and (2) those who wish to move through thecareer ladder and become MCC orTSO
staff.
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In selectingprospective AF specialists, the most beneficial approach wouldprobably
be to select those with career development goals. This will assure that adequate
numbers of qualified and motivated men and women will be available to eventually
staff the MCC's and TSO's. There will most likely be a few Sector Field Office jobs
available for individualswho do not wish to move to MCC or TSO positions. However,

both the job and the people selected for training into the various AF specialist jobs
should be such that they will find the jobsat leastas satisfying and rewarding as in the
past.

4.1 Method

Appropriatescreeningtoolsfor the recruitment ofAFspecialists needtobe developed.
There is, as mentioned above, potential for an increased attrition rate in the 1990's
because of the age/service distributionof the AF workforce. Suchpotential makesthe
development of thesescreening tools all themoreimportant. Some pulling together of
the ideas about the characteristics which successful AF specialists have possessed in

the pastwould be useful. To the degree that certainfunctional tasks remain the same,
these characteristics should be integratedwiththe newfunctional requirementsofAF
specialists into ageneralizedprofile ofwhat theideal pre-development candidate might
be like.The generalized 'profile* should alsobe expanded to include specificcontingent
characteristics that reflect different work environments among work centers. For

instance, temperament and personal preferences may differ among AF specialists
working in urban vs. ruralwork centersettings. Hiring practices should be based on
recognition of these generalized and specific characteristics thatmake forproductive
AF specialists in order to maximize the probability ofassembling an incoming work
forcethat canfulfill the need for an orderlyprogression alongthe AF specialist's career

path.

Also, the experience that the military and large institutions have had in developing
profiles and adjusting these profiles tospecific conditions should beexamined.
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5.0 Recruitment of AF Specialists

The recruitment of AF specialists, at the pre-development level, becomes especially
important becauseduringthe final phasesof the end-state, newmaintenance concept
because there is potential for rapid attrition of experienced AF specialists resulting
from their age\length of service distribution. Bythe year2000, halfof the work force
will havemet current requirements for retirementeligibility. Thus,many newworkers
may have to be recruited based on efficient selection criteria developed with the
considerations mentioned above. Obviously, the recruitment should take place at
locations likely to yield efficient results.

5.1 Method

The AF organization should investigate making pipeline relationships withvocational
schools and colleges in areaswhere the local labor markethas conditions favorable to
recruitment of desirable pre-developmentAF specialists. Consideration, also, should
be given to integrating further backinto the educational pipeline bysponsoring and
promotingeducationalprogramsat the high school level. In making these relationships,
the AF organization should identify educational institutionswhich are inlabormarkets
which are competitive with the AF wage rates. Emphasis should also be given to the
extent to which the military can continue to serveas a sourceof newAF specialists.

Careful thought should be given to the substance of the recruitment campaign. Mes
sages must be developed which address the needs of the types of people the AF
organizationwishes to select in its recruitment.

6.0 Training Program Development

Training requirements must be developed ontwo levels: (1) training for new recruits;
and (2) retrainingfor currentAFspecialists.Also, tramingprograms must bedeveloped
for each of the four principal job levels ofAF specialists and for the various grades
within each job level.
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Within the overall training program,work must be coordinated with the Academy in

Oklahoma City to determine which aspects of training will be accomplished at the
Academy facility and which aspects will be developed for remote computer based

training (CBT). The ultimate curriculum development for these programswill be the

responsibility of the Academy.

6.1 Method

Very careful consideration must be given to the demand that the new maintenance

concept will place on AF organizational training resources. New additions to training

capacity must be understood in terms of the lead times necessary to develop programs

lest bottlenecks develop. CBT programsmust be developed and tested foreffectiveness

in meeting the statedneed. Also, aninvestigation into the reaction of AF specialists to
CBT should be done.

7.0 Career Development

This issue is not separate in and of itself, but is contained in several of the other issues.

However, it is an issue which must be addressed separately. The success of the new

maintenance concept depends critically on the AF specialists. In order to keep AF

specialistsmotivated, there must be a clearexposition of potential careerdevelopment

within the AF organization.Crucially, there must be an understanding of the potential

to be equitably rewarded for job performance and educational investment on the part

of AF specialists. This understandingmust include not only advancement within the

classificationof AF specialists but also methods for advancing into the MCC or TSO

organization.

7.1 Method

Detailed consideration mustbe given to quantifying the career paths of AF specialists
underthe newmaintenance concept. An indication of whatthe expectation andtiming
of career advancement is foranew recruit in the pre-developmentlevel.This expecta
tion and timing, along with wage rates and benefits, should be compared to similar
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career fields againstwhich the AF organizationmust compete to retain and recruit AF

specialists.

8.0 Minimizing Transitional Stress

Thethree-phased implementation ofthenew maintenance concept will raise questions
among existing AF specialists aboutfuture job security, working conditions, required
training, relocation, work shift hours, etc. AF specialists may experience doubt and
anxiety about what the future holds. This doubt has the potential to degrade perfor
mance and increase attrition rates.

Clearly the force affecting the change is the adoption of new technology. The new
technology requires that the AF organization structure also change and that AF
specialists change as well. The end-state technology will requireAF specialists to let
go of some old values, attitudes, and behaviors. This 'unfreezing' must occur so AF
specialists canbe receptive to new operational procedures which will encompass the
adoption of new values, attitudes, and behaviors. Undoubtedly resistance will be
encountered at various points in the implementation process.

8.1 Method

The implementation of the new maintenance concept will require that the human
resource aspects ofthe transition bemanaged. Itwill become important to discover the
exact nature of any resistance. Such discovery may be achieved by surveying or the
formation ofemployee discussion groups. The Employee Involvement Program might
be used as a vehicle for addressing the concerns that may produce stressamong AF

specialists.

An understanding ofsimilar technological transitions inthemilitary orprivate industry
should be undertaken with emphasis given to the discovery ofcritical success factors.
Such an understanding will allow the AForganization to startouton a lower partof
the learning curve.
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9.0 Use of Contract Maintenance

Under the new maintenance concept, not only will the role of AF specialists change,

but so too will the use ofprivate contractors for maintenance —particularly equipment

maintenance. Heretofore, contract maintenance was ancillary in nature. Now private

contractors will work on some of the equipment of the NAS system at least for the

immediate period after installation of the new equipment. These contractors will be

restricted to working on specificpieces of equipment and it has been assumed that such

effort will not impinge on the functions of AF specialists. Unquestionably these private

contract maintenance agreements will help achieve the goals of increased productivity sL K<-
of the new maintenance concept.Thought isbeinggivento in the future increasingthe \
number ofprivate contractors performing maintenance. yC

H
9.1 Method ^

* lu

The use of contractors should be closely monitored for any negative effect on the

performance of AF specialists. As was discussed under the issues affecting new job

descriptions, functional analysis could be used to determine the work content respon

sibilities of each job level and even grades withinjob levels.Done at the verybeginning

of implementation of the new maintenance concept, the functional requirements could

serve as a bench mark to determine if private contractors are assuming, or affecting,

roles traditionally performed by AF specialists.

10.0 Performance Evaluation

At every stage in the three-phased implementation, the performance of AF specialists

in making the transition to the end-state maintenance concept should be analyzed.

Constant feedback can be used to make sure the transition is as smooth as possible.
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10.1 Method

Autqrnatic-MCC reporting functions may serve as a basis for determining how well
unfunctional responsibilities ofAF specialists are beingperformed.This informa

tion, and other sources of information, should be analyzed periodically.
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Conclusion

In this initial exposition, a number of groups of issues have been identified that are
important to the human resource aspects of the new maintenance concept. While
approaches for furtherstudy of theseissues have beengiven, no solution forpotential
problems relating to these issueshas been given.

The next step is to gain consensus on which groupsof issues are important for further
definition and analyses.

Shortly, analysts from the Transportation Systems Center, Cambridge, MA, will be
making sitevisits to those work centers andMCC which arefurthest along inachieving
the end-state new maintenance concept.

Afterthe focus isdirected to themost relevant issues, anduponcompletion ofsitevisits,
a more formal proposal will be undertaken.

TheTransportation Systems Center will use its internal resources in undertaking the
formal proposal aswell astheservices ofcapable consultants procured through OMNI
contracting arrangements.
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